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Chapter 1
Technology-Enhanced Learning: 
From Thesaurus and Dictionary to Ontology 
Jacqueline Bourdeau
Nicolas Balacheff
Introduction
The term ‘Technology-Enhanced Learning’ has been in use for many years, predominantly in Europe, to designate a field of research aimed at improving learning by integrating current technologies and designing innovative ones. In this chapter, both the concept of Technology-Enhanced Learning and the thesaurus are probed, followed by an attempt to reconcile them within an ontology. Why would we need or wish to have an ontology? The justification is to clarify the status of TEL as a domain, and to formally express a shared understanding of TEL’s concepts and structures, and thus help researchers in the field to properly position their projects and papers, share their results, and discover evidence  about learning with technology, as well as propose open challenges. Students and other stakeholders will also benefit from clarification efforts to better understand the domain. Eventually, this ontology could become a strategic initiative for the establishment of the TEL knowledge base, which is currently largely distributed in a fuzzy manner across journals, books, software, and communication artefacts.
The first section examines the domain called TEL and suggests reflections to assist in understanding it from an ontological point of view. The second introduces the TEL Thesaurus and Dictionary Initiative, its roots in the Kaleidoscope Network of Excellence (NoE), and its results to date. In the third section, the TELONTO project is presented, starting with an insight into the OMNIBUS ontology, followed by the methodological approach and the preliminary results. Future work and open questions conclude the chapter.
Technology-Enhanced Learning as a Domain
‘Technology can enhance learning’.  This claim is the starting point and locus of convergence in the TEL domain. Researchers in the field work on their respective hypotheses depending on their theoretical background to develop a theory or design a technology, but all share this claim. The foundations of TEL are examined then discussed in this section.
Origins and History 
Outside Europe and at the global level, research on learning technologies has been present and active under different names, and the results have been presented in numerous conferences and published in as many journals (Computers in Education, Interactive Learning Environments, iJCSCL, among others) and books. The specific term ‘Technology-Enhanced Learning’ was coined in the context of the working groups initiated by the European Commission in early 2000; since then, it has been adopted by researchers around the world. The expression ‘Technology-Enhanced Learning’ (TEL) is now well established and is used to designate both practice (Redeker, 2009) and research.
When the European Commission launched its first call for Networks of Excellence on TEL in 2003, the intention was to support the formation of a research community around TEL as a research subject. According to Balacheff et al. (2009, p. vii), the TEL domain evolved along five research dimensions: design, computation, cognition, socio-cultural dimension, and epistemology. Two networks were funded and subsequently evolved in parallel between 2004 and 2008. One of them is Kaleidoscope, which is briefly described in the next section.
Challenges
Involved in an intensive networking effort and in joint projects, researchers were faced with several challenges throughout the years 2004-2008, such as nterdisciplinarity and multilingualism. Contrary to a domain that has a long tradition, its own culture, and its own rules (e.g., mathematics or physics), TEL as an emerging domain had to build its structure and all the components of the domain, from vocabulary and concepts to research and evaluation methods. At the same time, researchers had to meet the expectations of journal publishers and comply with the contemporary requirements of scientific communications. This challenge is common to new interdisciplinary domains, as is the case of Environmental Science, which integrates geography, biology, chemistry, sociology, and law. An additional challenge was for the teams to manage working partly in their own language in their respective labs, and partly in a common language, English, in such a way that their work respected and reflected the multiple views that are shaped and expressed by a language.
From Kaleidoscope to the TEL Thesaurus Project
The TEL Thesaurus project is anchored in the scientific production of the Kaledeidoscope Network of Excellence, which is described below, as an introduction to the TEL Thesaurus and Dictionary meta-project.
The Kaleidoscope Network of Excellence
Kaleidoscope was active in the 2004-2008 time period as a network of more than 1000 researchers from over 90 research laboratories, institutions, and enterprises in 24 countries across Europe, including one in Canada (http://www.noe-kaleidoscope.org/pub/about/?lang=en). The network’s members collaborated closely in teams and individually, formally and informally to establish an integrated, sustainable program of scientific research. Research activities have been multidisciplinary, spanning the fields of computer and social sciences and education, and were from the start divided into the following topical areas: 
Collaborative, mobile, and inquiry learning;
 	Developing software for professional learning and training;
Valid social, epistemic, and technological factors in learning;
    	Blended learning: concepts and models;
   	Contexts of learner interactions;
    	Informal learning;
    	Authoring and learning systems.

The infrastructure of the network comprised three types of joint activities:  Jointly Executed Integrating Research Projects (JEIRP), European Research Teams (ERT), and Special Interest Groups (SIG), complemented by a Doctoral School. SIGs were the basic community-building tools of Kaleidoscope. They allowed individual researchers and PhD students from all the partner institutions to organize themselves around a problem or a project of their choice. JEIRPs encouraged the cross-fertilization of the research conducted at partner institutions by focusing on the key issues of the field—issues that are intrinsically multidisciplinary. The resulting variety of collaborative tools allowed for a rich and broad range of multidisciplinary experiences, and provided an opportunity for senior researchers and young PhDs to join forces, not to mention many different stakeholders within various cultural and national contexts. It is on this basis that the awareness of the linguistic and conceptual complexity of the field was born, and it is this complexity that led to the initiatives reported in this chapter.
What is known as the ‘Legacy’ of Kaleidoscope has been synthetized and edited in a volume entitled Technology-Enhanced Learning: Principles and Products (Balacheff et al., 2009), while an open archive called TeLearn (http://telearn.archives-ouvertes.fr/en) was created to host the scientific production of the network.
TeLearn is the first international open archive dedicated to research in the field of Technology-Enhanced Learning. It was created by Kaleidoscope and later supported by STELLAR, an FP7 Network of Excellence in the TEL research area (2009-2012), in close collaboration with the TEL European Advanced Research Consortium (TELEARC). TELEARC was created with the mission to maintain the legacy of Kaleidoscope. Therefore, its key objectives are to contribute to the shaping of the scientific evolution of TEL, to strengthen scientific collaboration between research teams and foster integration of European research teams in the TEL field, to promote the excellence of European TEL research, and to raise awareness of the field among the scientific community, policy-makers, and the general public.

The TEL Thesaurus and Dictionary Meta-Project 
The TEL Thesaurus and Dictionary Meta-project is a STELLAR initiative to ‘create an intellectual platform to support the conceptual and theoretical integration of TEL research’ (http://www.tel-thesaurus.net (​http:​/​​/​www.tel-thesaurus.net​)). The Thesaurus was extracted from the corpus of scientific papers contained in Telearn, the TEL open archive. As a result of the extraction process, a list of terms was produced with their weight (number of occurrences) and the strength of their links. Based on this list, a dictionary containing definitions written by experts in the field was created. The ultimate goal was to build upon the past to provide the future with a memory and a structured body of TEL-related knowledge (Balacheff et al., 2009). Due to the foundations of TEL - learning, meaning, and knowledge (as social constructs) - TEL researchers must deal with linguistic and semantic issues in a much more critical manner than is the case for computer scientists and other technology specialists working in the field. For this reason, the set of keywords used in the domain, their interpretation in different communities, and the various meanings they might assume had to be analyzed and structured. The possibility for translation across languages must also be taken into consideration.
The TEL Thesaurus was built to consolidate communication among researchers from various disciplines and speakers of different languages. It establishes a list of the keywords currently used across TEL research (based on the corpus provided by journals and conferences). The idea is to structure this corpus by:
	establishing the list of keywords and distinguishing those which are specific to TEL research from those which are general disciplinary keywords; 
	reviewing the TEL-specific keywords in order to cluster them from a conceptual and/or theoretical and/or a methodological perspective. 
The hierarchy  underpinning the structure of the Thesaurus accounts for three types of relations: 
	hierarchical relations, from a broader term to a narrower term;
	equivalence, connecting synonyms; one term is selected as a descriptor for indexation; 
	association, connecting terms that have a semantic proximity.
Interlingual relations, which associate the terms of the Thesaurus in the different languages, are seen as equivalence relations. 
The Thesaurus was built using the Tematres software (http://www.vocabularyserver.com/), which allows for multilingual and multi-hierarchical thesauri. This software is multi-user, thus appropriate for collaborative construction. It is open source and compliant with the following standards: SKOS, Dublin-Core, and RDF.
The first list of keywords was based on the keywords used by authors to tag the resources they upload to TeLearn. Subsequently, this list was augmented by terms and expressions proposed by members of the European Network of Excellence STELLAR. This list was analyzed to extract the most popular keywords, which are either specific to the research area (e.g., intelligent tutoring systems) or at its core (e.g., collaborative learning). The result was a list of 102 entries for the first version of the TEL Dictionary. However, this pragmatic approach did not directly reflect the vocabulary that was effectively in use in the community’s publications and communications. Therefore, a lexical analysis of the English content of the TeLearn repository (1068 files) was carried out using AntConc3 (http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/). The raw extraction produced 611 different terms with a frequency of at least 1000 occurrences, and 729 expressions with a frequency of at least 100 occurrences. The thresholds of 1000 and 100 were chosen empirically, verifying that they do not leave out terms or expressions that could be important either conceptually or pragmatically. The results were analyzed in order to prune out terms or expressions that were either too generic (e.g., email, website, research) or too specific (e.g., Algebrista, European Commission). With the objective to keep terms and expressions specific to the TEL research area in the Thesaurus, we ended up with a list of 471 terms out of which 99 were keywords proposed by the authors. The next step was to translate this Thesaurus in all the languages used by the community of interested researchers and stakeholders. A portal was created to give access to the entire Thesaurus using the open source TemaTres controlled vocabulary server. The work of the translators revealed that many of the English terms have not yet migrated to other languages. Some of them have been adopted with only a transliteration (e.g., e-learning), but for others there is no accepted translation yet (e.g., “animated pedagogical agent” in Chinese). As a matter of fact, for many terms there are no clear and accepted translations. In several cases, local research communities work in English and do not develop a sense of scientific communication in their first language. This is, for example, the case with STELLAR partners in Germany. 
The terms with the highest occurrences in the Thesaurus are given in Table 1.

High Frequency Terms 	High Frequency Expressions 
104974	learning	6903	learning environments
58379	students	 5246	e-learning
37548	knowledge	5174	collaborative learning
31379	system	4340	problem solving
28488	learners	3647	learning process
27141	technology	2905	higher education
25874	computer	2580	learning activities
25301	teachers	2514	teaching and learning
23164	environment	2015	networked learning
23048	research	1789	knowledge construction

Table 1. Highest frequency of Terms and Expressions in TeLearn
A list of 471 terms was established as a result, and the elaboration of the Dictionary could get underway. 
The TEL Dictionary	
The objective of the TEL Dictionary is multiple: (1) to provide an initial picture of the conceptual space of the TEL field by tracing the definitions of the terms used for research purposes (the functional vocabulary), (2) to witness the history of the TEL field and provide an access to its knowledge base (indeed, terms and expressions have rarely one fixed definition; the effort is then to find the first definition of a term and to understand its evolution and the variety of the definitions it may have), and (3) to facilitate multilingual access to the field by questioning the issues raised by the translation of the terms and expressions. 
The TEL Dictionary provides definitions with key references, preferably exploiting open access resources, in particular, the TEL open archive. Each entry is maintained by a dedicated researcher and not only consists of definitions, but also contains the history of the concept and references to context of its use. The Dictionary was built using MediaWiki, thereby encouraging collaborative editing, and contains references to related scientific issues currently being discussed. Discussions are supported by a forum open on the TELeurope.eu portal as well as a “TEL Dictionary Initiative” LinkedIn group
The structure of an entry of the Dictionary is the following:
Text of the definition;
Comments on the history;
Related terms;
Translation issues;
Disciplinary issues;
Key references.

The interested reader can find an example of such an entry at [http://www.tel-thesaurus.net/wiki/index.php/Intelligent_tutoring_system].
A board of executive editors and an advisory board supervise the entire process. Both bodies are independent of the STELLAR and Kaleidoscope projects. They are composed of senior and renowned researchers whose commitment is based on the kind of academic philanthropy that has classically ensured the scientific sustainability. To date, the TEL Dictionary includes 28 fully documented entries and 15 under preparation. 
Towards the TEL Encyclopedia
A TEL encyclopedia is a natural development of the Thesaurus and the Dictionary, and provides a framework for the identification of TEL concepts and an ontology for the organization of these concepts. A challenge in creating such an encyclopedia is to avoid the classical bias of handbooks in which articles often tend to be centered on the work of the authors. For this reason, each article is short, precise, evidence-based, and pointing to the relevant literature. Consensus as well as divergence are made clear, as well as problems being left open. Multidisciplinary and multicultural issues are documented. An additional challenge is to make the content of the encyclopedia relevant for research and stakeholders.
Figure 1 outlines the architecture of the TEL Meta-project [http://www.tel-thesaurus.net/], from the exploration of raw data (either full text of scientific publications or their bibliographical descriptions) to the TEL encyclopedia, through a process that includes the extraction of keywords and concepts, and their documentation in the TEL Dictionary taking up the challenge of working across languages and disciplines. Such a meta-project will be an engine to leverage our understanding of the advancement of the field both in terms of methods and concepts on which a consensus may exist, and of problems that remain open but can possibly be  better formulated. It will be a responsibility of the community to support and monitor the process. It will be a responsibility of the community to support and monitor this process.

Fig.1. Functional Architecture of the TEL Meta-project
In conclusion, the perspective of the TEL Initiative is a long-term one. Building upon the scientific production of the Kaleidoscope Network of Excellence, the TEL research knowledge base was created, and this was followed by the creation of the Thesaurus and the Dictionary, with the objectives to build on the past, identify results and concepts, remove ambiguity and achieve equivocality, and support communication between disciplines and stakeholders. Moreover, these initiatives paved the way for the construction of an ontology of the TEL domain. The following section reports on an examination of existing work that could contribute to the construction of such an ontology. In particular, the focus is on OMNIBUS, an ontology of the Education domain.
An Ontology of Education: OMNIBUS
In order to understand the principles and techniques used to build the OMNIBUS ontology, it is necessary to introduce the fundamentals of an ontology and ontological engineering. The description of OMNIBUS that follows is restricted to the elements needed for building the TELONTO ontology. For a full description of the OMNIBUS ontology, interested readers are referred to the OMNIBUS project Web site (http://edont.qee.jp/omnibus/doku.php (​http:​/​​/​edont.qee.jp​/​omnibus​/​doku.php​)).
Ontology and Ontological Engineering
In a philosophical sense, Ontology means the study of existence, different from epistemology, which is the study of knowledge. Philosophers have been debating on these issues since the time of ancient Greeks. From a Computer science point of view, the seminal definition of ontology is the one given by Gruber (1993): “the specification of a conceptualization”. According to a Gruber’s later definition, “an ontology defines a set of representational primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse. The representational primitives are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and relationships (or relations among class members).  The definitions of the representational primitives include information about their meaning and constraints on their logically consistent application” (Gruber, 2009). Ontologies of a particular subject domain which allow humans and computers to share a common understanding of that domain, serve as a foundation for building knowledge-based applications (Mizoguchi et al., 2007). According to Mizoguchi, “one of the most critical contributions of an ontology is that it gives the higher level distinction of concepts which help understand the lower level concepts, that is, domain concepts systematically and consistently, [something] which is hard to attain without ontological ways of thinking” (Mizoguchi, ). Mizoguchi distinguished surface ontologies as used in most Semantic Web efforts, from deep ontologies, which require an in-depth conceptualization effort and a positioning towards upper or top-level ontologies (Mizoguchi et al., 2007). 
Ontology engineering is a methodology for building ontologies. It is “concerned with making representational choices that capture the relevant distinctions of a domain at the highest level of abstraction” (Gruber, 2009). Within ontology engineering, several proposed methodologies, e.g. Methontology (http://semanticweb.org/wiki/METHONTOLOGY),  and OnToknowledge (http://www.ontotext.com/research/otk) aim at building ontologies of different types and scopes. Methodologies for building ontologies come with tool suites and languages that support them, such as Protégé (http://protege.stanford.edu (​http:​/​​/​protege.stanford.edu​)) and Hozo (http://www.hozo.jp).
When the Domain of the Ontology is Education
As part of our efforts towards clarifying the TEL domain, and defining its concepts and structure, an examination of existing similar work was conducted. Researchers in Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) and in Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have for decades been building ontologies in several subject domains (e.g., mathematics and physics). Education, a domain relevant to both AIED and ITS, has been studied from an ontological viewpoint in the OMNIBUS project, a ten-year effort to analyze, conceptualize, and formalize an ontology of education (Bourdeau et al., 2004; Bourdeau et al., 2007; Mizoguchi et al., 2010). The OMNIBUS ontology, developed using the Hozo editor, and based on Mizoguchi’s methodology (Mizoguchi, 2004), contains more than 1000 concepts and claims to represent the main concepts and theories in Learning, Instruction, and Instructional Design. The first application of OMNIBUS is the SMARTIES software, an authoring system that builds instructional scenarios based on the knowledge contained in OMNIBUS (Hayashi et al., 2008). In OMNIBUS, fundamental concepts have been specified, a hierarchy has been built, and a few concepts have been introduced to represent a reality for which no term yet corresponded. 
The modeling of the world of learning was conducted by characterizing concrete and abstract processes and objects that constitute the learning phenomenon, as well as its context. The modeling was done in the Hozo editor and the same modeling approach was applied to the worlds of instruction and instructional design.
Theories and models required a unifying framework that could represent their common ground, as well as variations that they offer in understanding and explaining the processes of learning, instruction, and instructional design. The main concepts relevant to our work are described below: Learning, Learning mechanism, I_L event, Theory, Learning Theory, and Model. The first one is the concept of Learning, which was completed in the most abstract way possible in order to reflect its pure existence and to be theory-neutral. In OMNIBUS, Learning is defined as a process that produces a change of state (Fig. 2) whereby an agent, whose role is to learn (learner), changes a state from has-not-learned (before learning) to has-learned (after learning).

Fig. 2. The Concept of Learning in the OMNIBUS ontology
Building upon this definition of Learning, a Learning Theory provides an explanation of how this change can occur through a Learning mechanism. 
Learning and instruction can be viewed as two separate processes, but in order to represent the interaction between the two, they were integrated into one entity. For this reason, a Learning event was specified as an action performed by an agent; this agent is a human being, and her goal is to change her state from “has-not learned” to “has-learned”. An Instructional event was specified as an action by an agent, either a human being or a technology; its goal is to support the learner in reaching her goal by influencing, stimulating, or scaffolding the learning process. An I_L event was specified as an entity formed by a pair of Instructional and Learning events and is composed of an action with two converging agents, learner and instructor (Fig. 3). These interact and share the same goal: to produce a change of state in the learner. 

Fig. 3.  The Concept of an I-L_event in the OMIBUS ontology
An I_L event is a type of Event, and several types of I_L events have been identified in this ontology: simple, reciprocal, and influential. A Reciprocal event can be of the dialogue type (Tell-Listen) or an assignment. An Influential event can be to remind, raise motivation, or gain attention. These specifications describe the relationship between instruction and learning in a learning/instruction process. The environment provides a context for an I_L event, where ‘I’ is performed by an agent that could be a technology or a human being or both.
In OMNIBUS, a Theory is a kind_of proposition that offers a hypothesis to explain a phenomenon with evidence of any kind and of any strength. It has a creator and a date of creation, and it can have other properties such as methodologies, taxonomies, topics, and principles (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4.  The Concept of Theory in the OMNIBUS ontology
A Learning theory inherits all the features of the Theory and offers a hypothesis to explain the learning phenomenon by a Learning mechanism (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5.  The Concept of Learning theory
Depending on the learning theory, a Learning mechanism is interpreted as association (behaviorist), information processing (cognitivist), construction (constructivist), or social construction (socio-constructivist).
In OMNIBUS, a Model is also a kind_of proposition but does not necessarily provide a hypothesis about a phenomenon; it can be based on existing theories, and is therefore eclectic. Examples are Dick and Carey’s model of instructional design (Dick et al., 2005), and Joyce and Weil’s models of teaching (Joyce et al., 2003). A Model is composed of selected components that represent the target object (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The Concept of Model
A Model can be derived from one specific theory, or it may emerge from practice without bringing up a new hypothesis to explain learning or motivation or any other basic phenomenon in education.
In conclusion, OMNIBUS contains the fundamentals that provide  groundwork for building a TEL ontology; the basic concepts specified that can prove to be instrumental are: Learning, Learning Theory, I_L event, and Model.
The TELONTO Project
This section introduces the TELONTO project: its goal, methodology, and preliminary results.
Goal
The goal of the TELONTO project is to propose a conceptual framework engineered as an ontology that can interpret the terms of the TEL Thesaurus and evolve with the development of the field. The approach taken to reach this goal consists in connecting the elements of the TEL Thesaurus through the use of the OMNIBUS ontology. A sub-goal is to contribute a methodology capable of hosting future terms that correspond to innovative ideas and technologies in the TEL domain.
Methodology
The methodology used is neither bottom-up nor top-down, but rather a way to connect two existing bodies of knowledge and to create a new ontology. It is comprised of four main steps:
Step 1: The first step is to question the expression ‘Technology-Enhanced Learning’ and each individual term contained in the Thesaurus. As the term ‘Enhanced’ is ill-defined, it was necessary to look at its history as part of the TEL expression, as well as its general meaning, etymology, and usage in context. 
Step 2: The second step is to extract the concepts from OMNIBUS needed to provide a framework for the TEL ontology, as well as to interpret and specify the main concepts of the new ontology.
Step 3: The third step consists in categorizing and classifying enhancement mechanisms as interpreted. 
Step 4: The fourth step involves building and testing the hierarchy. In order to do so, we re-examined the Thesaurus so as to verify how the conceptual structure could host its terms, and then tested it with the IntelLEO project (http://www.intelleo.eu).
Preliminary Results
The preliminary results are presented in the following sections, based on the four steps.
Step 1: The first step was to question the expression Technology-Enhanced Learning beyond the history presented in the introductory part of the chapter. An example of its recent usage is the document by Redeker, Learning 2.0: The Impact of Web2.0 Innovation on Education and Training in Europe (Redeker, 2009), where the occurrences of the term enhance aiming were examined to extract its semantics. However, we found the term to be unclear, as it involves many aspects of the world of learning. The term enhance is used, for example, to designate enhancing motivation, collaboration, or metacognition. It seems to express a relationship between two things in which an added value is brought by one thing to the other. Consequently, new questions emerged: What is to enhance? What is it that is enhanced? Is it the role of technology to enhance learning? How can enhance be interpreted and specified from an ontological point of view? Can we consider that the enhancement process happens through a mechanism? These issues are further discussed in Step 3.
Step 2: The second step was to extract concepts from OMNIBUS in order to produce the first level of the ontology. Keeping in perspective that TEL’s goal is to enhance learning, we claim that technology enhances a part or an attribute of the I_L event (Fig.3). As a result, the learning state might be richer, the learning process optimized, the learning outcomes deeper, and it is linked with the theory, which provides a hypothesis or evidence to explain it. Between the two main functions of instruction, which are to foster and assess learning, we consider that assessment function can also be enhanced by technology, although fostering and assessment are often intertwined. The function of managing is lateral to learning, but enhancing the management of learning can also indirectly enhance learning.
In this perspective, an enhancing mechanism is defined as a process that causes a change of state related to learning.
Our conclusion is that TEL can be specified as an enhancement mechanism, aimed at enhancing learning in a generic sense, and where technology plays the role of the enhancer. The discussion on the TEL hierarchy is summarized in Step 4, while Step 3 focuses on the characterization and classification of enhancement mechanisms. 
Step 3:  The third step consists in creating categories and classifying enhancement mechanisms. We are aware that this enterprise is a trial-and-error effort, and we propose this first trial as a tentative classification by position in the ontology and by mechanism, based on the terms collected by the Thesaurus. The position in the ontology means that the terms are associated through the kind_of relationship with an upper concept. As an example, a Learning Environment, which could initially be considered as a kind of environment, is seen as a technology. Enhancing mechanisms were grouped under a number of processes: knowledge representation, adaptation, collaboration, ubiquity, mobility, companionship, collaboration, mining, visualization, reality augmentation, seamlessness, diagnosis, animation, and simulation. When two terms presented a relative similarity with regard to an active mechanism, they were grouped together, as, for instance, buddy systems and learning companion, which were both classified under companionship. The classification can be found in Annex 1.
The terms of the Thesaurus express the intention of the researchers in selecting the titles of their papers, with or without consideration for a structuration of the field, under the influence or not of editors or policy-makers. Reconsidering these names with the intention to structure the field brought us to the classification presented above. This classification has the potential to pave the way for a typology that could be achieved in the form of a consensus among the members of the community.
Step 4: The fourth step involved building and testing the hierarchy. In order to do so, the terms of the Thesaurus were interpreted in order for the conceptual structure to host them. It required a series of iterations between the Thesaurus and OMNIBUS. In the process, it became necessary to introduce concepts required for the addition of new terms. One such concept is that of competency, which is specified in OMNIBUS as the appropriate mobilization of resources (knowledge, skills, attitudes) when facing a situation (or problem) using discernment (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. The Concept of Competency
The TEL hierarchy has the concept of TEL as its root, and the first level classes are: Enhancing mechanism, Technology, Learning, Instruction, Instructional Design, and Theory. The TEL hierarchy can be found in Annex 2. Under the class Enhancing mechanism are what we claim to be the mechanisms used in TEL research to enhance learning. Knowledge representation is a prominent one, and it was used to model the learner, the domain, or to represent other kinds of knowledge. Adaptation is another prominent mechanism, whether it is used to adjust the level of problems, the epistemic feedback, the instructional strategy, or the kind of visualization. Collaboration has been used intensively to foster motivation and engagement, as well as to implement strategies and tools for social construction of knowledge. Mobility has been intensively researched as a new way to enhance learning, and Simulation as a way to enhance inquiry learning, as well as to pursue the study thereof.
Under the class Technology are the main technologies from the Thesaurus: Remote Labs, Semantic Web, Authoring Software, Portfolio, Standards, Multimedia, Grid, and Data Mining. In our view, these technologies make sense when associated with an enhancing mechanism used by the researchers. This is the justification for keeping them in the ontology even when they become obsolete. Their existence is essential to understanding how researchers used them at the time to design and study enhancement mechanisms.
Other classes are those imported from the OMNIBUS ontology: Learning, Instruction, Instructional Design, and Theory. When integrated with the TEL classes, it will become possible to interpret these and to finalize the ontology.
The Case of IntelLEO 
In order to test the flexibility and openness of our classification for post-Kaleidoscope projects, we tested it with the IntelLEO project (http://intelleo.eu/), as described in the paper by Siadaty et al. (2012). According to the authors, Self-regulated Learning (SRL) is a recommended strategy for learning in the workplace, but it is not prone to happen without: 1) knowledge of the expected competencies, 2) awareness of one’s own cognitive state, 3) guidance, 4) reflection, and 5) self-monitoring. These components were structured and integrated in a conceptual framework called “SRL@Work”. The claim is that Semantic Web technologies are able to support and consequently enhance learning if they are implemented on the basis of this framework; they are also able to integrate information from various Web-based tools and social networks. The role of technology – in this case, ontologies - is to link the data extracted from different sources based on the shared semantics. Results from an evaluation conducted using the Design-Based Research methodology support the claim. 
In this case, the project clearly aimed at enhancing learning, based on a pedagogical theory and on the design of a learning environment tailored to support the SRL process and its instructional scenario. The most important tools here are ontologies, whose role is to share, interpret, and integrate data about the learning process, as stated by the authors: “Our ontology framework…significantly assists in this task by semantically aggregating learning activities from the tools in which they are preformed (e.g., a MediaWiki instance) and associating them with the learners’ personal learning profile” (Siadaty et al., 2012). 
As it appears, the IntelLEO project may be analyzed as a project which offers all the components and attributes of TEL: the learning situation and the instructional strategy are based on a theory; this theory provides the principles that govern the design of the technology; the set of tools are carefully selected or designed to support and highlight the learning and regulating processes; these tools are integrated in a common semantic space based on ontologies; and the design experiment acknowledges both development and results. In our proposed classification, the position of IntelLEO would be a learning environment (a kind of technology), and the mechanisms would be knowledge representation and integration. This conclusion needs to be evaluated by the IntelLEO team to reach a shared understanding, as is expected of an ontology.
Perspectives on TEL as a Domain
Is TEL as a domain here to stay? To answer this question, we analyzed Woolf (2010), Stoyanov et al. (2010), and Marsella (2011) from the point of view of the portrait of TEL as reflected by the Thesaurus and the Dictionary. The political views and ambitions of the European Commission, presented by Marsella, continue to be based on its 2000 foundation, albeit with some evolution. The scientific vision, as reflected in Stoyanov et al., highlights the issues and challenges for future TEL research. Finally, in her report, Woolf redefines the role of technology and suggests a set of recommendations for research in educational technologies.
In his presentation, which reflects the orientations of the European Commission, Marsella (2011) underscores the impact of TEL research to date primarily in terms of innovative teaching methods. TEL research is intrinsically multidisciplinary and is pedagogical, cognitive, technical, and organizational in nature. Future research should focus on the transformative function of TEL, where to enhance means to facilitate, motivate, and support learning. Compared to early TEL research, future research will investigate how to enhance the learning process rather than how to integrate ICT: “The focus will be on how technology-enhanced learning can better facilitate the learning process in different learning situations for individuals and groups of learners by motivating and supporting people who learn on their own or collaboratively with others”. The following were among the priorities for 2009-2010: “The classroom of tomorrow – Large-scale pilots; Embedding learning experiences in organizational processes and practices and Combining creative, cognitive and computational processes for workplace learning; Adaptive and intuitive systems - affective and emotional approaches; and Learning appliances and cognitive tutors”. In 2011, the official objectives for TEL research were: “Technology-Enhanced Learning systems endowed with the capabilities of human tutors; Educational technologies for science, technology, and mathematics; Advanced solutions for fast and flexible deployment of learning opportunities in the workplace; and Computational tools fostering creativity in learning processes”. The vision of the future will be developed by the TEL-MAP project. Undertaken in 2010, the TEL-MAP project (www.telmap.org (​http:​/​​/​www.telmap.org​)) has built a platform for collaborative roadmapping, to provide support and capacity building within TEL communities, and establish a pan-European TEL Observatory.
The report by Stoyanov et al. (2010) is the result of a group effort in which a method known as Group Concept Mapping was used in order to draw up a portrait of TEL research and to express the statements and issues that arose from the brainstorming effort. As a result, “12 thematic clusters emerged that summarize what the experts consider will be the main changes to education and training over the next 10 to 20 years.” These were rated by importance and feasibility, and 6 issues were identified that call for particular attention on the part of policy-makers:
• “the need to ensure appropriate, accessible, and affordable education that caters to the learning needs of every citizen, irrespective of age;
• the importance of implementing pedagogies that focus on transversal competences, such as strategic, problem-oriented, and situational thinking, creativity, and learning to learn;
• the need to align technology and pedagogy to create participative learning environments which enable high quality learning experiences that keep participants interested and motivated;
• ways to integrate learning into the workplace, community, and home;
• ways to adapt assessment strategies meaningfully to the manifold ways in which people actually learn; and
• the need to address the changing role of teachers as learning mediators and guides, enabling them to become lifelong learners themselves” (Stoyanov et al., 2010).

Although technology is mentioned only once in this list, the new roles that technology can play to enhance learning are patent.
Although the United States (US) has a substantial TEL researcher community, the mindset of the researchers and the vocabulary used to describe TEL differ. Woolf (2010), for example, calls the domain Educational Technologies, a term that is largely equivalent to TEL. However, a distinction needs to be made here with Educational or Instructional Technology, a field of practice, graduate education, and research in North America predominantly related to Instructional Design. Woolf’s report is a synthesis of a workshop held with experts in the field in 2009 in which 7 challenges and 7 recommendations were identified. In their view, computers can facilitate learning, meaning that both technology and computer sciences have a role to play. In all likelihood, this makes reference to the work on Cognitive Tutors, but it does not appear in the European documents. Their claim is that “applying technology to education is to address implications of cyberspace as a collaborative and cognitively supportive learning space…The next revolution in education will couple far more advanced computational technologies with far deeper knowledge about human cognition, including dramatically more effective constructivist and active instructional strategies. The impact of such a revolution will encompass not only new modes of learning and pedagogy, but new organizational systems for education”.
The group identified the following 7 educational challenges: “personalizing education, assessing student learning, supporting social learning, diminishing boundaries, developing alternative teaching strategies, enhancing the role of stakeholders, and addressing policy changes”. Their recommendations for research and development include: “user models, mobile tools, networking tools, serious games, intelligent environments, educational data mining, and rich interfaces” (Woolf, 2010).
To conclude this section, the wide-ranging orientations expressed in both Europe and the US concur vis-à-vis the sustainability of TEL as a domain, known as Educational Technologies in North America. The most visible difference between the two is the role of computer and cognitive sciences as a source for educational technologies, which is of primary importance in the US document. In both views, surprisingly, we did not find any special consideration on the frontline for context or culture, although these have already proven themselves to be important issues in TEL research.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we documented the path taken towards an ontology of TEL, starting with the early definition of the domain, its deployment through a 4-year Network of Excellence project, and finally the archiving of scientific papers. An extraction of the most important terms used in those papers produced a thesaurus from which the structure of a dictionary was created. Our claim is that the ontological engineering of the TEL domain can be realized based on this previous work and that an ontology of the domain can be instrumental in clarifying the status of the TEL domain and in helping researchers to position their work. 
Enventually, the TEL domain is a relatively new. It has benefited from the joint efforts of numerous research teams in Europe and elsewhere on the international scene since the start of the new millennium, with significant specific funding initiatives in Europe. A major effort was deployed to exploit the scientific production by extracting the most important terms used, then by building a thesaurus, a dictionary, and eventually, an ontology. In order to enhance the TEL ontology, mechanisms such as discussions, iterations, validation, application, and evolution need to be put into practice.
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Annex 1
Annex 1 contains the proposed classification of enhancement mechanisms extracted from the TEL Thesaurus
TEL-Thesaurus	Position in ontology: kind_of	Enhancing mechanism
Adaptive learning environment	learning environment (system)	adaptation
Agent-based tutoring system	learning environment (system)	Agent, tutoring
Agent-based learning environment	learning environment (system)	agent
Ambient learning environment	learning environment (system)	ambient
Animated pedagogical agent	technology	Agent, animation
Artificial learning environment	learning environment (system)	Knowledge representation
Augmented learning environment	learning environment (system)	augmented reality
Authoring system	technology	automation
Authoring tool	Technology (tool)	automation
Automatic diagnosis	Process-product	Reasoning, automation
Automatic generation of exercises	technology	Automatic generation, adaptation
Blended learning	learning environment (system)	Access, integration
Buddy systems	learning environment (system)	Companionship, agent
Cognitive diagnosis	Process-product (automated or not)	Reasoning, adaptation
Cognitive engineering	Process (design)	design methodology, automation 
Cognitive modeling	Process (design)	Knowledge representation
Cognitive tutor	learning environment (system)	Knowledge representation, reasoning, adaptation
Collaborative learning	Process (learning)	collaboration
Collaboration script	Design, technology	Design, Support (to collaboration)
Computational mathetic	domain	computation
Computer-assisted examination	Process (assessment)	Support (to assessment), automation
Computer-assisted instruction	Instruction+Kind of tech	Support, automation, adaptation, design
Computer-assisted language learning	Process (learning)	Support, automation, adaptation, design
Computer-assisted learning	Process (learning)	Support, automation, adaptation, design
Computer-based learning environments	learning environment (system)	Support (to learning), design
Computer-based laboratory	learning environment (system)	instrumentation
Computer-supported collaborative learning	Process (learning)	Support to collaboration
Constructionism	Learning theory	theorisation
Course management system	system	management
Courseware	technology	Design, management
Didactical engineering 	Process (design)	design
Distance learning	Process (learning)	Access, design
Distributed learning	Process (learning)	Access, design
Distributed learning environments	learning environment (system)	Access, design
Dynamic geometry 	domain	dynamic visualization and manipulation
e-Assessment	Process (assessment)	Access, Support (to assessment), design
Educational affordance	hypothesis	theorisation
Educational data mining	technology	adaptation
e-learning	Process (learning)	access, design, adaptation
Embedded phenomena 	hypothesis	theorisation
Epistemic affordance	hypothesis	theorisation
Epistemic feedback 	Process (instruction)	Interaction, adaptation
e-portfolio	technology	Support to learning, assessment, competency
External script 	technology	Support to collaboration, orchestration, design
Game-based learning	Process (learning)	Support to learning
Inclusive e-learning	Process (learning)	Access, inclusion, design
Informal learning	Process (learning)	Support
Intelligent scaffolding system
	learning environment (system)	Support to learning, instruction; Knowledge representation, adaptation
Intelligent tutoring system
	learning environment (system)	Support to learning, instruction; Knowledge representation, adaptation
Interactive learning environment
	learning environment (system)	interaction
Interactive white board	technology	Interaction, visualisation
Internal script 	technology	Support to collaboration, orchestration, design
Integrated learning system 	learning environment (system)	integration
Learner modeling	process	Knowledge representation
Learning companion	learning environment (system)	Companionship, agent
Learning design 
	process	Interoperability, design, support to learning and instruction
Learning environment
	system	Support (to learning)
Learning grid 	technology	
Learning management systems 	system	Support to management

Learning objects 	resource	Interoperability, design, support to learning and instruction
Learning scenario 	resource	Interoperability, design, support to learning and instruction, sharing
Learning space 	learning environment (system)	support to learning, design
Learning trail		tracking
Microworld	support to learning	Modeling, support to discovery learning
Mobile learning	process	Mobilily, access, integration
Multimedia learning 	process	multimedia
Narrative learning environments	learning environment (system)	Support to narration
On-line learning environment	learning environment (system)	Access, design
Overlay	technology	Knowledge representation, adaptation
Pedagogical agent	technology	Agent, personalization
Personal learning environment 	learning environment (system)	personalization
Pervasive learning environment	learning environment (system)	pervasiseness
Programmable computer-based learning environment	learning environment (system)	programmability
Remote laboratories	learning environment (system)	Access, instrumentation
Seamless learning environments	learning environment (system)	seamlessness
Self-regulated learning 	process	Support to self regulation
Simulation games
	technology	Support to learning and instruction, Manipulation, computation
Simulation-based learning environment	learning environment (system)	Manipulation, computation
Situated learning	Theory	theorisation
Tangible learning environment	learning environment (system)	Tangibility
Technology Enhanced Learning	process	Any 
Techno-mathematical literacies	domain	Support to learning
Ubiquitous learning	process	ubiquitous access
Virtual campus	learning environment (system)	Access, design
Virtual learning environment	learning environment (system)	Access, design, support to learning
Virtual pedagogical agent	technology	agent
Virtual universities	learning environment (system)	Access, support to learning, instruction and management
Web-lecturing technologies	technology	Access, visualisation, recording



Annex 2
Annex 2 contains the TEL hierarchy elaborated in the TELONTO project.
ENHANCING  MECHANISM
Knowledge representation 
What to learn (concept, skill, competency, domain)
User cognitive state
User metacognitive state
User affective state
Instructional design
Adaptation (cognitive diagnosis, reasoning, cognitive tutor)
Collaboration (scripting)
Design (authoring, learning objects, scenarios)
Interoperability (standards)
Simulation
Access (Networking, on-line, eLearning, remote labs, Distance learning, blended)
Social interaction 
Narrative 
Epistemic
Visualization
Mobility
Game
Agent (Pedagogical Agent)
Ambient
Integration (Blended, LMS)
Tangibility
Trail
Companionship (Buddy systems, Learning companion)
Management (LMS)
Personalization (ersonal learning environment)
Seamlessness
Instrumentation (remote labs)
Support
Inclusion
TECHNOLOGY
Remote labs 
Agent
Semantic web
Authoring software
Portfolio
Standards
Multimedia
Tool (Interactive white board)
Data mining (Educational data mining)
Grid
LEARNING
State change
I_L event (Omnibus)
Learning goal
Learning context
Competency
INSTRUCTION
Foster learning
Assess learning
Management 
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Learning design 
Instructional design methodology
Didactic engineering methodology
THEORY
KNOWLEDGE
Cognition
Metacognition
LEARNING
Inquiry learning
Constructionism
Situated learning 
Mastery learning
Self regulated learning
INSTRUCTION
Scaffolding
Guided discovery
Simulation
Socratic dialogue
Cognitive apprenticeship
Lecturing
Orchestrating collaborative learning










